For our learning centers in Mongolia, we are looking for a volunteer as

BOOKBRIDGE FELLOW (M/F)
WHO ARE WE?
BOOKBRIDGE is a social enterprise that sets up learning centers as social businesses in rural areas
of Mongolia. The learning centers bring quality education to people in need and serve as real life case
studies in our “Capability Program” for international executives to learn project planning, working with
multiple stakeholders and leading diverse teams in different cultural contexts. Since 2009, we have
set up 11 learning centers in provinces across the country.
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE? As a BOOKBRIDGE Fellow, you are responsible for supporting and
developing the day-to-day operations of one of our learning centers in Mongolia. In this role, you
can expect to be:
–
–
–
–
–

supporting our Head of Learning Center in managing the library
supporting our Head of Learning Center in organizing events and offering creative,
educational free activities for students
supporting our Head of Learning Center in defining the strategy for the learning center
co-teaching English courses for young adults in the community
promoting the learning center's offerings within the community

WHO ARE YOU? Ideally, you...
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

have experience in working with children and young adults
have already worked with people from different cultures
have a very good command of the English language
have experience in teaching
are highly flexible and able to work independently
are able to commit yourself for 6 months and more
are at least 21 years old

WHAT DO WE OFFER YOU?
As a BOOKBRIDGE Fellow, you get to experience and shape the impact
of one of our learning centers. The Fellowship allows you to enhance your
skills in a totally different environment and develop personally.
The best way to truly experience Mongolia is through volunteering.
We properly prepare you for your mission and support you with a free visa and simple
accommodation in the local community as well as free travel to and from
the workplace, from Ulaanbaatar to where the Learning Center is located.
We look forward to receiving your application. Please include a motivational letter and your CV.
Send your application to Program Manager Altantungalag: tungalag@bookbridge.org
BOOKBRIDGE.ORG

